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Summary. This article defines two for-loop statements for SCMPDS. One is called
for-up, which corresponds to “for (i=x; i<0; i+=n) S” in C language. Another is called for-
down, which corresponds to “for (i=x; i>0; i-=n) S”. Here, we do not present their uncon-
ditional halting (called parahalting) property, because we have not found that there exists a
useful for-loop statement with unconditional halting, and the proof of unconditional halting is
much simpler than that of conditional halting. It is hard to formalize all halting conditions,
but some cases can be formalized. We choose loop invariants as halting conditions to prove
halting problem of for-up/down statements. When some variables (except the loop control
variable) keep undestroyed on a set for the loop invariant, and the loop body is halting for this
condition, the corresponding for-up/down is halting and computable under this condition. The
computation of for-loop statements can be realized by evaluating its body. At the end of the
article, we verify for-down statements by two examples for summing.
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The articles [22], [21], [23], [19], [26], [7], [9], [25], [2], [8], [17], [18], [24], [20], [6], [15], [10],
[1], [13], [5], [11], [12], [14], [4], [3], and [16] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

For simplicity, we adopt the following rules:x denotes a set,n denotes a natural number,a denotes
an Int position,i, j, k denote instructions of SCMPDS,s, s1, s2 denote states of SCMPDS,l1, l
denote instruction-locations of SCMPDS, andI , J, K denote Program-blocks.

The following propositions are true:

(1) For every states of SCMPDS and for all natural numbersm, n such thatIC s = insposm
holds ICplusConst(s,n−m) = insposn.

(2) For all finite partial statesP, Q of SCMPDS such thatP⊆ Q holds ProgramPart(P) ⊆
ProgramPart(Q).

(3) For all programmed finite partial statesP, Q of SCMPDS and for every natural numberk
such thatP⊆Q holds Shift(P,k)⊆ Shift(Q,k).

(4) If IC s = inspos0, then Initialized(s) = s.

(5) If IC s = inspos0, thens+· Initialized(I) = s+·I .
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(6) (Computation(s))(n)�the instruction locations of SCMPDS= s�the instruction locations
of SCMPDS.

(7) Let s1, s2 be states of SCMPDS. SupposeIC (s1) = IC (s2) and s1�Data-LocSCM =
s2�Data-LocSCM ands1�the instruction locations of SCMPDS= s2�the instruction locations
of SCMPDS. Thens1 = s2.

(8) l ∈ domI iff l ∈ domInitialized(I).

(9) If x∈ domI , thenI(x) = (s+·(I+·Start-At(l)))(x).

(10) If l1 ∈ domI , then(s+· Initialized(I))(l1) = I(l1).

(11) (s+·(I+·Start-At(l)))(a) = s(a).

(12) (s+·Start-At(l1))(ICSCMPDS) = l1.

(14)1 (I ; i; j)(insposcardI) = i.

(15) (i; I ; j); k = i; (I ; j; k).

(16) Shift(J,cardI)⊆ I ; J; K.

(17) I ⊆ stopI ; J.

(18) If l1 ∈ domI , then(Shift(stopI ,n))(l1 +n) = (Shift(I ,n))(l1 +n).

(19) If cardI > 0, then(Shift(stopI ,n))(insposn) = (Shift(I ,n))(insposn).

(20) For every statesof SCMPDS and for every instructioni of SCMPDS such that InsCode(i)∈
{0,4,5,6} holds Exec(i,s)�Data-LocSCM = s�Data-LocSCM.

(21) For all statess, s3 of SCMPDS holds(s+·s3�the instruction locations of SCMPDS)�Data-LocSCM =
s�Data-LocSCM.

(22) For every instructioni of SCMPDS holds rngLoad(i) = {i}.

(23) If IC (s1) = IC (s2) ands1�Data-LocSCM = s2�Data-LocSCM, then ICExec(i,s1) = ICExec(i,s2)
and Exec(i,s1)�Data-LocSCM = Exec(i,s2)�Data-LocSCM.

(24) Let s1, s2 be states of SCMPDS andI be a Program-block. Suppose
I is closed on s1 and Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s1 and Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s2 and
s1�Data-LocSCM = s2�Data-LocSCM. Let i be a natural number. ThenIC (Computation(s1))(i) =
IC (Computation(s2))(i) and CurInstr((Computation(s1))(i)) = CurInstr((Computation(s2))(i))
and(Computation(s1))(i)�Data-LocSCM = (Computation(s2))(i)�Data-LocSCM.

(25) Let s1, s2 be states of SCMPDS andI be a Program-block. SupposeI is closed
on s1 and s1�Data-LocSCM = s2�Data-LocSCM. Let k be a natural number. Then
(Computation(s1+· Initialized(stopI)))(k) and (Computation(s2+· Initialized(stopI)))(k)
are equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS and CurInstr((Computation(s1+· Initialized(stopI)))(k))=
CurInstr((Computation(s2+· Initialized(stopI)))(k)).

(26) Let I be a Program-block. SupposeI is closed ons1 and Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s1 and
Initialized(stopI)⊆ s2 ands1 ands2 are equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS.
Let k be a natural number. Then(Computation(s1))(k) and (Computation(s2))(k) are
equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS and CurInstr((Computation(s1))(k)) =
CurInstr((Computation(s2))(k)).

(27) Lets1, s2 be states of SCMPDS andI be a Program-block. SupposeI is closed ons1 and
halting ons1 and Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s1 and Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s2 ands1�Data-LocSCM =
s2�Data-LocSCM. Then LifeSpan(s1) = LifeSpan(s2).

1 The proposition (13) has been removed.
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(28) LetI be a Program-block. Suppose that

(i) I is closed ons1 and halting ons1,

(ii) Initialized(stopI)⊆ s1,

(iii) Initialized(stopI)⊆ s2, and

(iv) s1 ands2 are equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS.

Then LifeSpan(s1) = LifeSpan(s2) and Result(s1) and Result(s2) are equal outside the in-
struction locations of SCMPDS.

(29) Let s1, s2 be states of SCMPDS andI be a Program-block. SupposeI
is closed on s1 and halting on s1 and s1�Data-LocSCM = s2�Data-LocSCM. Then
LifeSpan(s1+· Initialized(stopI))= LifeSpan(s2+· Initialized(stopI)) and Result(s1+· Initialized(stopI))
and Result(s2+· Initialized(stopI)) are equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS.

(30) Lets1, s2 be states of SCMPDS andI be a Program-block. Suppose that

(i) I is closed ons1 and halting ons1,

(ii) Initialized(stopI)⊆ s1,

(iii) Initialized(stopI)⊆ s2, and

(iv) there exists a natural numberk such that(Computation(s1))(k) ands2 are equal outside
the instruction locations of SCMPDS.

Then Result(s1) and Result(s2) are equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS.

Let I be a Program-block. One can check that Initialized(I) is initial.
Next we state a number of propositions:

(31) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block, andabe an Int position. IfI is halting on
s, then(IExec(I ,s))(a)= (Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(a).

(32) Lets be a state of SCMPDS,I be a parahalting Program-block, anda be an Int position.
Then(IExec(I ,s))(a)= (Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(a).

(33) LetI be a Program-block andi be a natural number. If Initialized(stopI)⊆ sandI is closed
ons and halting ons andi < LifeSpan(s), thenIC (Computation(s))(i) ∈ domI .

(34) Let I be a shiftable Program-block. Suppose Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s1 and I is
closed ons1 and halting ons1. Let n be a natural number. Suppose Shift(I ,n) ⊆
s2 and cardI > 0 and IC (s2) = insposn and s1�Data-LocSCM = s2�Data-LocSCM.
Let i be a natural number. Ifi < LifeSpan(s1), then IC (Computation(s1))(i) + n =
IC (Computation(s2))(i) and CurInstr((Computation(s1))(i)) = CurInstr((Computation(s2))(i))
and(Computation(s1))(i)�Data-LocSCM = (Computation(s2))(i)�Data-LocSCM.

(35) For every No-StopCode Program-blockI such that Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s and I is halting
ons and cardI > 0 holds LifeSpan(s) > 0.

(36) Let I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block. Suppose Initialized(stopI) ⊆ s1 and
I is closed ons1 and halting ons1. Let n be a natural number. Suppose Shift(I ,n) ⊆
s2 and cardI > 0 and IC (s2) = insposn and s1�Data-LocSCM = s2�Data-LocSCM. Then
IC (Computation(s2))(LifeSpan(s1)) = insposcardI +nand(Computation(s1))(LifeSpan(s1))�Data-LocSCM =
(Computation(s2))(LifeSpan(s1))�Data-LocSCM.

(37) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block, andn be a natural number. If
IC (Computation(s+· Initialized(I)))(n) = inspos0, then(Computation(s+· Initialized(I)))(n)+· Initialized(I)=
(Computation(s+· Initialized(I)))(n).

(38) Let I be a Program-block,J be a Program-block, andk be a natural number. Sup-
pose I is closed ons and halting ons and k ≤ LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)). Then
(Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(k) and(Computation(s+·((I ; J)+·Start-At(inspos0))))(k)
are equal outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS.
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(39) Let I , J be Program-blocks andk be a natural number. SupposeI ⊆ J and
I is closed on s and halting on s and k ≤ LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)). Then
(Computation(s+· Initialized(J)))(k) and(Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(k) are equal
outside the instruction locations of SCMPDS.

(40) Let I , J be Program-blocks andk be a natural number. Supposek ≤
LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)) and I ⊆ J and I is closed ons and halting ons. Then
IC (Computation(s+· Initialized(J)))(k) ∈ domstopI .

(41) Let I , J be Program-blocks. SupposeI ⊆ J and I is closed ons and halting on
s. Then CurInstr((Computation(s+· Initialized(J)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)))) =
haltSCMPDSor IC (Computation(s+· Initialized(J)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI))) = insposcardI .

(42) LetI , J be Program-blocks. SupposeI is halting onsandJ is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halt-
ing on IExec(I ,s). ThenJ is closed on(Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)))
and halting on(Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI))).

(43) LetI be a Program-block andJ be a shiftable Program-block. SupposeI is closed onsand
halting ons andJ is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halting on IExec(I ,s). ThenI ; J is closed ons
andI ; J is halting ons.

(44) Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block andJ be a Program-block. IfI ⊆ J and I is
closed ons and halting ons, then IC (Computation(s+· Initialized(J)))(LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI))) =
insposcardI .

(45) Let I be a Program-block, s be a state of SCMPDS, andk be a natu-
ral number. If I is halting on s and k < LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)), then
CurInstr((Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI)))(k)) 6= haltSCMPDS.

(46) Let I , J be Program-blocks,s be a state of SCMPDS, andk be a natural number.
SupposeI is closed ons and halting ons and k < LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)). Then
CurInstr((Computation(s+· Initialized(stopI ; J)))(k)) 6= haltSCMPDS.

(47) Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block andJ be a shiftable Program-block. Sup-
pose I is closed ons and halting ons and J is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halting on
IExec(I ,s). Then LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI ; J)) = LifeSpan(s+· Initialized(stopI)) +
LifeSpan(Result(s+· Initialized(stopI))+· Initialized(stopJ)).

(48) Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block andJ be a shiftable Program-block. SupposeI is
closed ons and halting ons andJ is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halting on IExec(I ,s). Then
IExec(I ; J,s) = IExec(J, IExec(I ,s))+·Start-At(IC IExec(J,IExec(I ,s)) +cardI).

(49) Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block andJ be a shiftable Program-block. SupposeI is
closed ons and halting ons andJ is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halting on IExec(I ,s). Then
(IExec(I ; J,s))(a) = (IExec(J, IExec(I ,s)))(a).

(50) Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block andj be a parahalting shiftable instruc-
tion of SCMPDS. If I is closed ons and halting ons, then (IExec(I ; j,s))(a) =
(Exec( j, IExec(I ,s)))(a).

2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF FOR-UP LOOPPROGRAM

Let a be an Int position, leti be an integer, letn be a natural number, and letI be a Program-block.
The functor for-up(a, i,n, I) yields a Program-block and is defined by:

(Def. 1) for-up(a, i,n, I) = ((a, i) >= 0 goto cardI +3); I ; AddTo(a, i,n); goto(−(cardI +2)).
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3. THE COMPUTATION OF FOR-UP LOOPPROGRAM

Next we state several propositions:

(51) Leta be an Int position,i be an integer,n be a natural number, andI be a Program-block.
Then cardfor-up(a, i,n, I) = cardI +3.

(52) Leta be an Int position,i be an integer,n, mbe natural numbers, andI be a Program-block.
Thenm< cardI +3 if and only if insposm∈ domfor-up(a, i,n, I).

(53) Let a be an Int position, i be an integer, n be a natural number, andI be
a Program-block. Then(for-up(a, i,n, I))(inspos0) = (a, i) >= 0 goto cardI + 3 and
(for-up(a, i,n, I))(insposcardI + 1) = AddTo(a, i,n) and (for-up(a, i,n, I))(insposcardI +
2) = goto(−(cardI +2)).

(54) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,a be an Int position,i be an integer,
andn be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i))≥ 0, then for-up(a, i,n, I) is closed onsand
for-up(a, i,n, I) is halting ons.

(55) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,a, c be Int positions,i be an inte-
ger, andn be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i)) ≥ 0, then IExec(for-up(a, i,n, I),s) =
s+·Start-At(insposcardI +3).

(56) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,abe an Int position,i be an integer, andn
be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i))≥ 0, thenIC IExec(for-up(a,i,n,I),s) = insposcardI +3.

(57) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,a, b be Int positions,i be an integer, and
n be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i))≥ 0, then(IExec(for-up(a, i,n, I),s))(b) = s(b).

(58) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a be an Int
position,i be an integer,n be a natural number, andX be a set. Suppose that

(i) s(DataLoc(s(a), i)) < 0,

(ii) DataLoc(s(a), i) /∈ X,

(iii) n > 0,

(iv) cardI > 0,

(v) a 6= DataLoc(s(a), i), and

(vi) for every statet of SCMPDS such that for every Int positionx such thatx ∈ X holds
t(x) = s(x) andt(a) = s(a) holds(IExec(I , t))(a) = t(a) and(IExec(I , t))(DataLoc(s(a), i)) =
t(DataLoc(s(a), i)) andI is closed ont and halting ont and for every Int positiony such that
y∈ X holds(IExec(I , t))(y) = t(y).

Then for-up(a, i,n, I) is closed ons and for-up(a, i,n, I) is halting ons.

(59) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a be an Int
position,i be an integer,n be a natural number, andX be a set. Suppose that

(i) s(DataLoc(s(a), i)) < 0,

(ii) DataLoc(s(a), i) /∈ X,

(iii) n > 0,

(iv) cardI > 0,

(v) a 6= DataLoc(s(a), i), and

(vi) for every statet of SCMPDS such that for every Int positionx such thatx ∈ X holds
t(x) = s(x) andt(a) = s(a) holds(IExec(I , t))(a) = t(a) and(IExec(I , t))(DataLoc(s(a), i)) =
t(DataLoc(s(a), i)) andI is closed ont and halting ont and for every Int positiony such that
y∈ X holds(IExec(I , t))(y) = t(y).

Then IExec(for-up(a, i,n, I),s) = IExec(for-up(a, i,n, I), IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,n),s)).
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Let I be a shiftable Program-block, leta be an Int position, leti be an integer, and letn be a
natural number. One can check that for-up(a, i,n, I) is shiftable.

Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block, leta be an Int position, leti be an integer, and letn be
a natural number. Observe that for-up(a, i,n, I) is No-StopCode.

4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF FOR-DOWN LOOPPROGRAM

Let a be an Int position, leti be an integer, letn be a natural number, and letI be a Program-block.
The functor for-down(a, i,n, I) yielding a Program-block is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) for-down(a, i,n, I)= ((a, i)<= 0 goto cardI +3); I ; AddTo(a, i,−n); goto(−(cardI +2)).

5. THE COMPUTATION OF FOR-DOWN LOOPPROGRAM

The following propositions are true:

(60) Leta be an Int position,i be an integer,n be a natural number, andI be a Program-block.
Then cardfor-down(a, i,n, I) = cardI +3.

(61) Leta be an Int position,i be an integer,n, mbe natural numbers, andI be a Program-block.
Thenm< cardI +3 if and only if insposm∈ domfor-down(a, i,n, I).

(62) Let a be an Int position, i be an integer,n be a natural number, andI be a
Program-block. Then(for-down(a, i,n, I))(inspos0) = (a, i) <= 0 goto cardI + 3 and
(for-down(a, i,n, I))(insposcardI +1)= AddTo(a, i,−n) and(for-down(a, i,n, I))(insposcardI +
2) = goto(−(cardI +2)).

(63) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,a be an Int position,i be an integer, and
n be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i)) ≤ 0, then for-down(a, i,n, I) is closed ons and
for-down(a, i,n, I) is halting ons.

(64) Lets be a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,a, c be Int positions,i be an integer,
andn be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i)) ≤ 0, then IExec(for-down(a, i,n, I),s) =
s+·Start-At(insposcardI +3).

(65) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,abe an Int position,i be an integer, andn
be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i))≤ 0, thenIC IExec(for-down(a,i,n,I),s) = insposcardI +
3.

(66) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block,a, b be Int positions,i be an integer, and
n be a natural number. Ifs(DataLoc(s(a), i)) ≤ 0, then(IExec(for-down(a, i,n, I),s))(b) =
s(b).

(67) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a be an Int
position,i be an integer,n be a natural number, andX be a set. Suppose that

(i) s(DataLoc(s(a), i)) > 0,

(ii) DataLoc(s(a), i) /∈ X,

(iii) n > 0,

(iv) cardI > 0,

(v) a 6= DataLoc(s(a), i), and

(vi) for every statet of SCMPDS such that for every Int positionx such thatx ∈ X holds
t(x) = s(x) andt(a) = s(a) holds(IExec(I , t))(a) = t(a) and(IExec(I , t))(DataLoc(s(a), i)) =
t(DataLoc(s(a), i)) andI is closed ont and halting ont and for every Int positiony such that
y∈ X holds(IExec(I , t))(y) = t(y).

Then for-down(a, i,n, I) is closed ons and for-down(a, i,n, I) is halting ons.
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(68) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a be an Int
position,i be an integer,n be a natural number, andX be a set. Suppose that

(i) s(DataLoc(s(a), i)) > 0,

(ii) DataLoc(s(a), i) /∈ X,

(iii) n > 0,

(iv) cardI > 0,

(v) a 6= DataLoc(s(a), i), and

(vi) for every statet of SCMPDS such that for every Int positionx such thatx ∈ X holds
t(x) = s(x) andt(a) = s(a) holds(IExec(I , t))(a) = t(a) and(IExec(I , t))(DataLoc(s(a), i)) =
t(DataLoc(s(a), i)) andI is closed ont and halting ont and for every Int positiony such that
y∈ X holds(IExec(I , t))(y) = t(y).

Then IExec(for-down(a, i,n, I),s) = IExec(for-down(a, i,n, I), IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n),s)).

Let I be a shiftable Program-block, leta be an Int position, leti be an integer, and letn be a
natural number. One can verify that for-down(a, i,n, I) is shiftable.

Let I be a No-StopCode Program-block, leta be an Int position, leti be an integer, and letn be
a natural number. Note that for-down(a, i,n, I) is No-StopCode.

6. TWO EXAMPLES FORSUMMING

Let n be a natural number. The functor sumn yields a Program-block and is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) sumn=(GBP:=0); ((GBP)2:=n); ((GBP)3:=0); for-down(GBP,2,1,Load(AddTo(GBP,3,1))).

We now state three propositions:

(69) For every statesof SCMPDS such thats(GBP)= 0 holds for-down(GBP,2,1,Load(AddTo(GBP,3,1)))
is closed ons and for-down(GBP,2,1,Load(AddTo(GBP,3,1))) is halting ons.

(70) Lets be a state of SCMPDS andn be a natural number. Ifs(GBP) = 0 ands(intpos2) = n
ands(intpos3)= 0, then(IExec(for-down(GBP,2,1,Load(AddTo(GBP,3,1))),s))(intpos3)=
n.

(71) For every statesof SCMPDS and for every natural numbernholds(IExec(sumn,s))(intpos3)=
n.

Let s4, c1, r1, p1, p2 be natural numbers. The functor sum(s4,c1, r1, p1, p2) yields a Program-
block and is defined as follows:

(Def. 4) sum(s4,c1, r1, p1, p2)= ((intposs4)r1:=0); (intposp1:=p2); for-down(intposs4,c1,1,AddTo(intposs4, r1, intposp2,0); AddTo(intposp1,0,1)).

One can prove the following propositions:

(72) Let s be a state of SCMPDS ands4, c2, r1, p1, p3 be natural numbers. Suppose
s(intposs4) > s4 andc2 < r1 ands(intposp1) = p3 ands(intposs4)+ r1 < p1 andp1 < p3 and
p3 < s(intposp3). Then for-down(intposs4,c2,1,AddTo(intposs4, r1, intposp3,0); AddTo(intposp1,0,1))
is closed onsand for-down(intposs4,c2,1,AddTo(intposs4, r1, intposp3,0); AddTo(intposp1,0,1))
is halting ons.

(73) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,s4, c2, r1, p1, p3 be natural numbers, andf be
a finite sequence of elements ofN. Suppose thats(intposs4) > s4 and c2 < r1 and
s(intposp1) = p3 and s(intposs4) + r1 < p1 and p1 < p3 and p3 < s(intposp3) and
s(DataLoc(s(intposs4), r1)) = 0 and lenf = s(DataLoc(s(intposs4),c2)) and for every nat-
ural numberk such thatk < len f holds f (k + 1) = s(DataLoc(s(intposp3),k)). Then
(IExec(for-down(intposs4,c2,1,AddTo(intposs4, r1, intposp3,0); AddTo(intposp1,0,1)),s))(DataLoc(s(intposs4), r1))=
∑ f .
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(74) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,s4, c2, r1, p1, p3 be natural numbers, andf be a finite
sequence of elements ofN. Suppose thats(intposs4) > s4 andc2 < r1 ands(intposs4) +
r1 < p1 and p1 < p3 and p3 < s(intposp3) and lenf = s(DataLoc(s(intposs4),c2)) and for
every natural numberk such thatk< len f holds f (k+1) = s(DataLoc(s(intposp3),k)). Then
(IExec(sum(s4,c2, r1, p1, p3),s))(DataLoc(s(intposs4), r1)) = ∑ f .
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